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axis shows F0 in Hz.
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the door and down the hall. Within
each recording session, the list of
phrase/pitch—range combinations was 210
randomized. ’ 200 fa“

rf"~~4_ \‘

In this paper, space does not per—
mit us to report fully on this experi—
ment or to discuss its relation to pre-
vious work. Instead, we will focus on

ABSTRACT
Yoruba is a tone language, with

three lexically contrastive levels H(igh),
lVl(1d) and L(ow). Various phonolog-
ical and phonetic properties of these
tones areexplained in terms of the view
that M 18 phonologically unspecified
and that adjacent H and L join to forni“derived pitch accents.”

BACKGROUND

. Yoruba has three phonemically dis-tinctive tones—H(igh), M(id), L(ow).H occurs in word-initial position onlyin '(marked) consonant-initial wordswhich reveal an implicit initial vowelwhen. preceded by another word in agenitive construction. Most nouns andadjectives start with a vowel, which isL or M but not H. Except for these mi—nor tonotactic restrictions, any lexicalvowel can have any one of the threetonal specifications. There are no u ’derlying tone glides. “-
:a H . ra M ra Lto vanish” “to rub”
3:9 ’lVIH oko MM oko MLoe “husband“ :‘vehicle”

“opener”
palko HH kese HM pako HLp ank place-name “chewing stick"

Thus Yorub '
damentall a presents itselfas a fun-y tonal language, in which

There are several reasons to believe
tone is under] 'yin l
tonal features ([81]):

followed by a vowel-initial object, one
of the two adjacent vowels obligatorilv
deletes. The tonal consequences are
s1mple to calculate if we assume that
M is just the name for lack of tone—.
then all “real” tones remain stable un-
der vowel deletion.

(1) a. wa (H) + eko(LH) =>
look (for) education
weko (H LH)
look for education

b. mu (H) + iwe (LH =>
take book

muwe (H LH)
take a book

C- 1'9 (M) + aje(LH) :>
resemble Witch

jaje (LH)

resemble a witch

d. sin (M) + oku (LH) :>
bury dead (body)
sinku (LH)
bury the dead

SOURCE OF DATA
There have been several earlier in-strumental studies of Yoruba tone (eg-[3], [l4], [6], [4], [5]) In order to ap'ply to Yoruba the scaling techniqueprevrously applied to English in [8]and to lgbo in [9], we devised 73

oruba phrases exhibiting an app”priate range of tone sequences, Withtexts that avoid consonants likely to in'terrupt or strongly affect F0. Thesephrases were read a total of 18 timesEach, Six in each of three pitch ranges.y three native Yoruba speakers. mid]range was varied by instructing the(sipeaker, in each utterance, to ad-10:61:: one of three (imaginary) inter-to thors, placed immediately adjacent6 speaker, across the room, or 0‘“

three key points and a. general conclu-
sion that is suggested by them.

TIMING OF TONE GLIDES

As was first noted in [15], Yoruba HL
and LH sequences postpone the falling
or rising F0 glide to the second sylla-
ble. By comparison, the transitional
glide for sequences involving M (IIM,
ML, MH, LM) occurs significantly ear-
lier.

Figure 1 shows the F0 tracks for the
initial LH sequences in the six narrow—
pitch-range repetitions of {)I'Linlami
lemi “lam Orunlami”1 as produced by
one male speaker.
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Figure 1

Figure 2 shows the initial LM se—
quences in six wide—pitch»range repeti—
tions of orunleye lémi “I am Orunl-
eye,” produced by the same speaker as
in Figure 1. In both Figure 1 and Fig—
ure 2, the x-axis presents time in sec-
onds, with zero set at the opening of
the /r/ in each utterance, while the y-

i

1All examples in this paper use the stan-
dard Yoruba tone marking convention, accord-
ing to which H is marked with an acute accent,
L with a grave accent, and M with no accent.
Vowels with a dot underneath are non-ATR.

0.15 0.! —0.05 0 005 0.1 0.l5
Figure 2

This postponement of the HL and
LH glides in Yoruba is a well-
established fact. Our contribution is to
compare it systematically to HM, ML,
MH, LM glides across pitch ranges, and
to verify the stability of the difference
under this manipulation.

TONE DISSIMILATION

In Yoruba, H is raised before L (as
opposed to before M), and L is lowered
before H (as opposed to before M). The
raising of H before L has been cited in
[2], [4], [5]. The lowering of L before H
is (we believe) a new observation.

Table 1 exemplifies the raising of II
before L, by showing the means and
standard errors of peak F0 measure-
ments in each of the three pitch range
conditions, for one of three subjects.

narrow middle wide

mean H/_ML 125 154 250
standard error 3.2 8.8 2.6

mean H/_LM 143 182 287
standard error 3.3 7.0 2.9

Table 1

For evidence of the lowering of L
before H as opposed to before M, see
Figure 3, which plots the relationship
of successive L tones in the sequences
HLHLM (plotted with squares) and
HLHLH (plotted with pluses).

When both L tones are followed by
H, the second L tone is considerably
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lower than the first. This is consistent
with the general expectation of down-
drift in such sequences; dissimilatory
lowering applies to both L tones in this
case. When the first L is followed by
an H, while the second L is followed
by an M, the expected downdrift effect
is almost completely nullified. This is
because the first L is lowered because
it is in an LH sequence, while the sec-
ond L does not experience this effect.
Thus dissimilatory lowering of the first
L, and downdrift lowering of the second
L, leave them at about the same level.

Exempliacanon of L-boiowH lowerlng
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Figure3

DOWNDRIFT

Since [16] and [13] it has been un-derstood that the tendency of pitch to
fall in the course of phrases in tonelanguage like Yoruba is not a sort ofphrasal wave on which tonal ripplesride, but rather is connected specif—ically with alternating high and lowtones. Sequences of like tones, espe-cially H tone se .quences remain m
or less level. 1 ore

Since [2] it has been kno '
', wn th ttYoruba, this downdrift does not exited:o sequences in which H o L ItWith M (HMHM. . .or MLrMLf. Simiiileast, the amount ofd. owntrend is mlower in these latter cases. “Ch

For a quantitative icture o ‘ference between the Emount :ftViiidrf-ing iii HLHL vs. HMHM or MLMLsee Figure 4. Here we show the re,lationship between adjacent F0 max:
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ima in the sequences HLHL (plotted
with squares), HMHM (plotted with
pluses) and MLML (plotted with tri-
angles). The x-axis gives the average
height of the two F0 maxima, while
the y-axis shows the difference betWeen
them. In the case of HLHL, this dif»
ference is about 15—35 Hz., showing
a healthy amount of downdrift, the
tonallywonditioned effect that has been
called “catathesis.” In the case of
HMHM and MLML, the difference is
about 5—15 Hz., perhaps reflecting the
more general downtrend sometimes dis-
tinguished as “declination.”

Downdrm (HLHL) and Declination (HMHM, MLML)
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Figure 4

PHONOLOGICAL
REPRESENTATION

The postponement of HL and LH
tone glides in Yoruba has been treated
as a case of tone spreading: an H or L
assoc1ated with a given syllable comes
to be simultaneously associated with
the following syllable iff the following
syllable bears the opposite tone. This
account offers no motivation for the
Circumstances of the spreading: Why
should a tone spread to the following
syllable if and only if the following Syl'
lable is already specified for (a differ-
ent) tone?

. We suggest that the motivation is
Simple. _HL and LH tone glides are
phonologically and phonetically nat-
ural entities, just as CV syllables
are. Yoruba tone spreading is exactly
analo$0118 to the re-syllabification of
a si’llable-final consonant to fill the

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

empty onset of a following onsetless syl-

lable. Thus Yoruba tone spreading is a

natural process because it forms cog«
nitively favored structures. There are
various plausible ways to express this
notion formally, for which space is lack-
ing here.

This idea says, in effect, that Yoruba

forms “derived pitch accents” out of
adjacent HL and LH tones. Although
this does not in itself explain tonal dis—
similation and the special status of HL
or LH sequences in downdrift, it sug-
gests a direction of research by connect—
ing them to comparable phenomena in

Japanese and other languages.

Japanese accent is interpreted (e.g.
by [10] as a lexically-specified HL
sequence that functions as a unit.
Catathesis is triggered only by accents
in Japanese according to [11]. Each
accentless “minor phrase” has an (un-
grouped) H and L tone pair, but ac-
centless sequences rise and fall with
only a small amount of declination.
Japanese accentual H is higher than
non—accentual H (“accentual boost”)
according to [7], even though Japanese
accent is not stress-like, does not cause
greater segment durations, and is not
considered a strong position for align-
ment with music.
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